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l.- 4!/c., --Ci) Hr-1G fully shares &i-s LconcE!rn that the hunger strike and the 

prison protests should be brought to an end without loss of 

life within or with out the prison. 

(ii) Our position remains as set out in previous statements and we 
are glad to know that the Taoiseac~ recognised t~at there c~n 
be no question or ou..:r plakiqg any concession pn the substance 

of the prison regime i~ Northcrn Ireland. 

(iii) We would of course welcom~ a statement from the Taoiseach 
urGing !tr Sands and the other hunger strikers and the 
protesters generally to give up their protests. lltle would 

not oppose nn intervention by the European Commission for . 
Human Rights provided that the Commission I s involvement is 

brought about in the only way in which it c~n be brought about 

with the willing participation of HMG, namely by accepting 

and responding to a complaint made from one of the hunger 

strikers • .J-

(iv) In the event of such a comp laint and a subsequent request by 

the Commission for one or more Commissioners to visit the Maze 

Prison, illlG v/ould agree to that 'as the best "\tlay of proceeding 

in these exceptional circumstances, noting incidentally that 

Commissioners had visited a Northern Ireland prison some years 

ago in connection with an earlier complaint. 

Cv) It would have to be made clear to the Commission and publicly 

that the Commissioners in visiting the Ma2e would in no way 

be put in a position of mediating or arbitrating but would be 
reporting back to their colleagues so that the Commiss~on would 

hear the complaint in the normal way. 
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